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Abstract. Neural networks, despite their empirically proven abilities, have been little used for the refinement of
existing knowledge because this task requires a three-step process. First, knowledge must be inserted into a neural
network. Second, the network must be refined. Third, the refined knowledge must be extracted from the network.
We have previously described a method for the first step of this process. Standard neural learning techniques can
accomplish the second step. In this article, we propose and empirically evaluate a method for the final, and possibly
most difficult, step. Our method efficiently extracts symbolic rules from trained neural networks. The four major
results of empirical tests of this method are that the extracted rules 1) closely reproduce the accuracy of the net-
work from which they are extracted; 2) are superior to the rules produced by methods that directly refine symbolic
rules; 3) are superior to those produced by previous techniques for extracting rules from trained neural networks;
and 4) are "human comprehensible." Thus, this method demonstrates that neural networks can be used to effec-
tively refine symbolic knowledge. Moreover, the rule-extraction technique developed herein contributes to the
understanding of how symbolic and connectionist approaches to artificial intelligence can be profitably integrated.
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1. Introduction

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) have proven to be a powerful and general technique
for machine learning (Fisher & McKusick, 1989; Shavlik et al., 1991). However, ANNs
have several well-known shortcomings; perhaps the most significant of which is that a trained
ANN is essentially a "black box." That is, determining exactly why an ANN makes a par-
ticular decison is a daunting task. This is a significant shortcoming, for without the ability
to produce understandable decisions, it is hard to be confident in the reliability of networks
that address real-world problems. Also, the fruits of training neural networks are difficult
to transfer to other neural networks (Pratt et al., (1991) ameliorate this problem), and all
but impossible to directly transfer to non-neural learning systems. Hence, a trained neural
network is analogous to Pierre de Fermat's comment about his last theorem. Like Fermat,
the network tells you that it has discovered something "wonderful," but then does not tell
you what it discovered.

This article sheds light into the neural-network black box by combining symbolic, rule-
based reasoning with neural learning. Our approach is to form the three-link chain illustrated
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Figure 1. Rule refinement using KBANN.

by figure 1 in which symbolic knowledge is revised and corrected using neural networks.
Thus, the approach we present makes possible the use of neural networks as the empirical
learning algorithm underlying a rule-refinement system.

The first link of our three-link chain is to insert knowledge, which need be neither com-
plete nor correct, into a neural network using KBANN (Towell et al., 1990). (Hereafter,
networks created using KBANN will be referred to as Knowledge-based Neural Networks—
KNNs.) This step changes the representation of the rules from symbolic to neurally based,
thereby making the rules refinable by standard neural learning methods.

The second link of the chain is to train the KNN using a set of classified training exam-
ples and a standard neural learning algorithm, backpropagation (Rumelhart et al., 1986)
or any other method for weight optimization of feedforward neural networks. In so doing,
the rules upon which the KNN are based are corrected so that they are consistent with
the training examples.

The final link is to extract rules from trained KNNs. This is an extremely difficult task
for arbitrarily configured networks, but it is somewhat less daunting for KNNs due to prop-
erties that stem from their initial comprehensibility. Taking advantage of these properties,
we developed a method to efficiently extract intelligible rules from networks. When evaluated
on two real-world test problems in terms of the ability to correctly classify examples not
seen during training, the method produces sets of rules that closely approximate the net-
works from which they came. Moreover, the extracted rules are equal, or superior, to the
rules resulting from rule-refinement methods that act directly on the rules, rather than their
re-representation as a neural network. We also show that our method is superior to a pre-
vious algorithm for the extraction of rules from general neural networks (e.g., Saito &
Nakano, 1988; Fu, 1991).

The next section contains a brief overview of our method for inserting rules into neural
networks. The subsequent section describes both our method, and the best reported method
for the extraction of rules from trained KNNs. Sections 4 and 5 present a series of empiri-
cal tests of our rule-extraction method. In section 4 we use two real-world learning prob-
lems taken from molecular biology to determine the strengths and weaknesses of our rule-
extraction method. In section 5 we use an artificial domain to characterize, more closely
than is possible using real-world domains, the abilities of our rule-extraction method. The
final sections of this article relate our approach to others that extract rules from trained
neural networks and discuss our future research plans.

2. The KBANN rules-to-network translator

KBANN translates symbolic knowledge into neural networks, defining the topology and con-
nection weights of the networks it creates. It uses a knowledge base of domain-specific
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Figure 2. Translation of a knowledge base into a KNN.

inference rules represented as prepositional Horn clauses, to define what is initially known
about a topic. Detailed explanations of the procedure used by KBANN to translate rules
into a KNN are given by Towell et al. (1990) and Towell (1991). We provide a brief sum-
mary of this procedure in the following example.

Consider the sample knowledge base in figure 2a, which defines membership in category
A. Figure 2b represents the hierarchical structure of these rules: solid and dotted lines repre-
sent necessary and prohibitory dependencies, respectively. Figure 2c represents the KNN
that results from translating this knowledge base into a neural network. Units1 X and Y
in figure 2c are introduced into the KNN to represent the disjunction in the rule set. Other-
wise, each unit in the KNN corresponds to a consequent or an antecedent in the knowledge
base. Thick lines in figure 2c represent heavily weighted links in the KNN; they correspond
to dependencies in the knowledge base. Thin lines represent low-weighted links added to
the network to allow additional refinement of the knowledge base.

This example illustrates that using this procedure to initialize KNNs has two principal
benefits. First, the algorithm indicates the input features that are believed to be important
to an example's classification. Second, it specifies important derived features (e.g., B and
C in figure 2), thereby guiding the choice of the number and connectivity of hidden units
in the KNN.

3. Rule extraction

This section presents detailed explanations of both our approach and a previously reported
approach for extracting rules from trained KNNs. The first algorithm is presented only
for comparison. The second algorithm (introduced in section 3.4) is the focus of this work.

3.1. Assumptions

The rule-extraction methods we present make two assumptions about trained networks.
The first assumption, which underlies most methods for extracting rules from trained neural
networks, is that the units are either maximally active (i.e., have activation near one) or
inactive (i.e., have activation near zero).2 This assumption is not particularly restrictive
because the commonly used logistic activation function can be slightly modified to ensure
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that units approximate step functions. By making this assumption, each non-input unit in
a trained KNN can be interpreted as a step function or a Boolean rule. Therefore, the rule
extraction problem is to determine the situations in which the "rule" is true.

The second assumption is that training does not significantly alter the meaning of units.
By making this assumption, the methods are able to attach labels to extracted rules that
correspond to consequents in the symbolic knowledge upon which a KNN is based, thereby
enhancing the comprehensibility of the rules. Our examination of trained networks indicates
that the meanings usually are quite stable, although Sutton (1986) suggests that this assump-
tion may not be generally true.

3.2. Commonalities

The method we introduce for extracting rules from neural networks, as well as those previ-
ously described (e.g., Saito & Nakano, 1988; Fu, 1991), does so by trying to find com-
binations of the input values to a unit that result in it having an activation near one. Hence,
in this section we describe the mathematics underlying the neural networks that we use.

Units in backpropagation-trained neural networks normally have activations defined by
equations (1) and (2) in table 1. To rephrase equation (1), the activation of a unit is a func-
tion of the sum of weighted inputs to a unit less its bias. Broadly speaking, the result of
equation (2) is that if the summed weighted inputs exceed the bias, then the activation of
a unit will be near one. Otherwise the activation will be near zero. Hence, rule-extraction
methods search for constraints on the input settings such that the weighted sum is guaranteed
to exceed the bias.

The first of the above assumptions, that all units in trained networks have activations
near zero or one, simplifies this search by ensuring that links carry a signal equal to their
weight or no signal at all. As a result, equation (1) can be simplified to equation (3), which
states that rule-extraction methods need only be concerned with the weight of links entering
a unit. This reduces rule extraction to a search of each unit for sets of incoming links whose

Table 1. The logistic activation function used by backpropagation.

where ai is the activation of unit i
Wi,j is the weight on a link from unit j to unit i
0i, is the "bias" of unit i
s is a parameter affecting the slope of the sigmoid (except when explicitly stated, s = 1)
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summed weights guarantees that the unit's bias is exceeded, regardless of the activation
carried by other incoming links.

Rule extraction is further simplified by equation (2), which guarantees that non-input
units always have non-negative activations. (In the problems we investigate, input units always
have activations in {0, 1}.) Therefore, negatively weighted links can only give rise to negated
antecedents, while positively weighted links can only give rise to non-negated antecedents.
This considerably reduces the size of the search space (Fu, 1991).

Finally, note that short of exactly copying a unit and its links, there is no way to limit
the kinds of differences that extracted rules will have from a network of reasonable com-
plexity. That is, extracted rules may make both errors of omission and of commission with
respect to the network. These errors generally result from the cumulative effects of low-
weight links that do not appear in extracted rules. One of the chief problems for rule extrac-
tion is to minimize such errors without simply rewriting the network as a set of rules.

3.3. 'Subset' algorithms

The first method for rule extraction that we describe is fundamentally similar to the ap-
proach described by Saito and Nakano (1988), as well as by Fu (1991). However, the partic-
ular implementation is our own. We call this general approach the 'subset' method because
it explicitly searches for subsets of incoming weights that exceed the bias on a unit. While
this article uses a subset algorithm as a "straw man" to show the effectiveness of our new
method for rule extraction (presented in the next section), subset algorithms represent the
state of the art in the published literature.

A simple, breadth-first subset algorithm starts by determining whether any sets containing
a single link are sufficient to guarantee that the bias is exceeded. If yes, then these sets
are rewritten as rules. The search proceeds by increasing the size of the subsets until all
possible subsets have been explored. Finally, the algorithm removes subsumed rules. For
example, given that the link weights and the bias are as shown in figure 3a, a subset algorithm
would initially find five rules. After eliminating one subsumed rule, the algorithm returns
the four rules listed in figure 3b (assuming that all units have activations near zero or one).

Figure 3. Rule extraction using the SUBSET algorithm.
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The major problem with subset algorithms is that the cost of finding all subsets grows
as the size of the power set of the links to each unit. Hence, this approach can only be
expected to exactly reproduce the behavior of simple networks working on small problems.
To avoid their otherwise prohibitive combinatorics, all implementations of subset algorithms
use heuristics. For instance, Saito and Nakano (1988) establish a ceiling on the number
of antecedents in extracted rules.

Establishing an a priori ceiling on the number of antecedents has several shortcomings.
For instance, a ceiling that, for one domain, sets an acceptable tradeoff between the number
of extracted rules and the difference between the extracted rules and the network may not
be acceptable for another domain. A more serious problem occurs when properties of the
problem being studied suggest that some rules require a large number of antecedents. For
instance, the initial rules for one of the real-world domains we study indicate that the smallest
bound on the number of antecedents that can be safely set could require considering more
than 105 sets. Therefore, rather than setting a bound on the number of antecedents, our
implementation uses a branch-and-bound algorithm that is limited in terms of the number
of rules it may find.

Our SUBSET algorithm is presented in pseudocode in table 2. (See Fu (1991) for a more
complete description of a subset algorithm.) Briefly, the algorithm iterates over every non-
input unit in a trained KNN. At each such unit, it uses a branch-and-bound algorithm over
only the positively weighted links to find up to 0P 'positive' subsets whose summed weights
exceed the unit's bias. Then, for each positive subset, it makes a new branch-and-bound
search over the negatively weighted links to find minimal 'negative' subsets whose summed
weight is greater in magnitude than the difference between the summed weight of the posi-
tive subset and the unit's bias. Finally, the algorithm forms rules that result in the conse-
quent being satisfied when all the antecedents of a positive subset are true and none of the
negative subsets associated with that positive subset contain antecedents that are all true.
That is, each of the negative subsets are sufficient to prevent the node from being active.
Hence, we must ensure that each of these minimal subsets contains at least one unsatisfied
antecedent.

This algorithm may discover up to fp * (1 + 3n) rules for each non-input unit in the
network to be translated. As described above, there is a tradeoff between the number of
extracted rules and accurate reproduction of the network's behavior. Hence, we set 3p and

Table 2. Specification of our SUBSET algorithm.

With each hidden and output unit:

A. Extract up to 3p subsets of the positively weighted incoming links whose summed weight is greater than the
bias of the unit.

B. With each subset ? of the 0_ subsets found in step A:
r r

1 . Extract up to $n minimal subsets of negatively weighted links whose summed weights is greater than the
sum of P less the bias on the unit.

2. Let 2 be a new predicate used nowhere else.
3. With each subset 1 of the 0n subsets found in step B.I, form the rule:

"if n then z."
4. Form the rule:

"if P and not Z then <name of unit)."
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3n to find reasonably sized sets of rules that approximate the network from which they
came. The settings we use result in finding about 300 rules in each of the real-world domains
we studied. In general, more accurate reproduction of a KNN requires many more rules.

While SUBSET extracts a large set of rules, they are smaller than many handcrafted ex-
pert systems (e.g., McDermott, 1982). Hence, SUBSET delivers sets of rules that are, at
least potentially, tractable. However, these rules tend to hide significant structures in train-
ed networks. For instance, in figure 3a the links to B, C, and D all have the same weight,
while the link to E has the negative of that weight. Looking at the problem in this way
suggests that the rules in figure 3b could be rewritten with the following rule, which pro-
vides a much clearer statement of the conditions on A:

If 3 of { B, C, D, not(E)} then A.

Our recognizing the structure shared among several conjunctive rules led to the develop-
ment of the algorithm described next, which is the focus of this article.

3.4. The MOFN method

Our algorithm, called MOFN, addresses both the combinatorial and presentation problems
inherent to subset algorithms. It differs from subset algorithms in that it explicitly searches
for rules of the form:

If (M of the fo l l o w i n g N antecedents are true) then ...

As suggested previously, this method arose because we noticed that rule sets discovered
by SUBSET often contain M-of-N style concepts. Further support for this method comes
from experiments that indicate neural networks are good at learning M-of-N concepts (Fisher
& McKusick, 1989), as well as experiments with a variant of ID3 that show that a bias
towards M-of-N style concepts is useful (Murphy & Pazzani, 1991). Finally, note that purely
conjunctive rules result if N = M, while a set of disjunctive rules results when M = 1;
hence, using M-of-N rules does not restrict generality.

The idea underlying MOFN, an abstracted version of which appears in table 3, is that
individual antecedents (links) do not have a unique importance. Rather, groups of antecedents
form equivalence classes in which each antecedent has the same importance as, and is

Table 3. The MofN approach to rule extraction.

1 . With each hidden and output unit, form groups of similarly weighted links.
2. Set link weights of all group members to the average of the group.
3. Eliminate any groups that do not significantly affect whether the unit will be active or inactive.
4. Holding all link weights constant, optimize biases of all hidden and output units using the backpropagation

algorithm.
5. Form a single rule for each hidden and output unit. The rule consists of a threshold given by the bias and

weighted antecedents specified by the remaining links.
6. Where possible, simplify rules to eliminate superfluous weights and thresholds.
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interchangeable with, other members of the class. This equivalence class idea is the key
to the MopN algorithm; it allows the algorithm to consider groups of links without worry-
ing about the particular links within the group.

3.4.1. The MOFN algorithm

This section contains a detailed description of our rule-extraction algorithm. We illustrate
the algorithm with an example in the following section.

Step 1, clustering. Backpropagation training tends to group links in KNNs into loose clusters
rather than the equivalence classes assumed by the MoFN algorithm.3 Hence, the first step
of MOFN creates equivalence classes. We do this by clustering links using a standard cluster-
ing method, namely, the join algorithm (Hartigan, 1975). This method operates by succes-
sively combining the two closest clusters; it starts with each cluster holding a single link.
Clustering stops when no pair of clusters is closer than a set distance (MoFN uses 0.25).

Step 2, averaging. After groups are formed, the second step of the algorithm sets the weight
of all links in each group to the average of each group's weight. Thus, these first two steps
force links in the network into equivalence classes as required by the rest of the algorithm.

Step 3, eliminating. With equivalence classes in place, the procedure next attempts to iden-
tify and eliminate those groups that are unlikely to have any bearing on the calculation
of the consequent. Such groups generally have low link weights and few members. Elimina-
tion proceeds via two paths: one algorithmic, and one heuristic.

The first elimination procedure algorithmically attempts to find clusters of links that can-
not have any effect on whether or not the total incoming activation exceeds the bias. This
is done by calculating the total possible activation that each cluster can send. The total
possible activation is then compared to the levels of activation that are reachable given
the link weights in the network. Clusters that cannot change whether the net input exceeds
the bias are eliminated. Note that this procedure is very similar to SUBSET. However, cluster-
ing of link weights considerably reduces the combinatorics of the problem.

The heuristic elimination procedure is based explicitly upon whether the net input received
from a cluster ever is necessary for the correct classification of a training example. This
procedure operates by presenting each training example to the clustered network and se-
quentially zeroing the input from each cluster. If doing so results in a qualitative change
in the activation of the unit receiving activation from the cluster, then the cluster is marked
as necessary. Clusters not marked as necessary are eliminated.

Step 4, optimizing. With unimportant groups eliminated, the fourth step of MoFN is to
optimize the bias on the unit. This step is necessary because the first three steps can change
the times at which a unit is active. As a result, altered networks may have error rates that
are significantly higher than they were at the end of training.

Optimization can be done by freezing the weights on the links so that the groups stay
intact and then retraining the biases of the network using backpropagation. To reflect the
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rule-like nature of the network, the activation function is slightly modified so that it more
closely resembles a step function (i.e., s in equation 2 is set to 5.0 or more).

Step 5, extracting. This step of the MoFN algorithm forms rules that exactly re-express
the network. These rules are created by directly translating the bias and incoming weights
to each unit into a rule with weighted antecedents such that the rule is true if the sum of
the weighted antecedents exceeds the bias. Note that because of the equivalence classes
and elimination of groups, these rules are considerably simpler than the original trained
network; they have fewer antecedents, and the antecedents tend to be in a few weight classes.

Step 6, simplifying. In the sixth and final step, rules are simplified whenever possible to
eliminate weights and thresholds. MoFN simplifies a rule by scanning it to determine the
possible combinations of antecedents that exceed the rule's threshold (i.e., bias). This scan
may result in more than one rule. Hence, there is a tradeoff in the simplification procedure
between complexity of an individual rule and complexity resulting from a number of syn-
tactically simpler rules.

For example, consider the rule4

A :- 10.0 < 5.1 x number-true{B, C, D, E} +

3.5 x number-true{X, Y, Z}

Simplification rewrites this rule with the following three rules:

A :- 2 of {B, C, D, E}.

A :- 1 of {B, C, D, E} and 2 of {X, Y, Z} .

A :- X, Y, Z.

If the elimination of weight and biases requires rewriting a single rule with more than
five rules, then the rule is left in its original state.

3.4.2. Example of MOFN

Figure 4 illustrates the process through which a single unit with seven incoming links is
transformed by the MoFN procedure into a rule that requires two of three antecedents
to be true. The first two steps group the links into two clusters, one of four links with
weight 1.1 and one of three links with weight 6.1. The third step algorithmically eliminates
the cluster with weight 1.1 because there is no situation in which these links can affect
the unit. The fourth step, bias optimization, is unnecessary for this example; the averaging
and elimination procedures do not significantly change the properties of the unit. The fifth
and sixth steps are simple because there is only a single cluster remaining. Hence, the
final M-of-N rule can be written out by inspection.
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Figure 4. Rule extraction using the MofN algorithm.

3.4.3. Complexity analysis of MOFN

The complexity of MofN cannot be precisely analyzed because the bias-optimization phase
uses backpropagation. But note that the problem addressed in bias optimization is consider-
ably simpler than the initial training of the network. Usually, networks have more than an
order of magnitude fewer links during bias optimization than during initial training. More-
over, only the biases are allowed to change. As a result, this step takes a reasonably short
time.5 The initial clustering requires O(u x /2) time, where u is the number of units and /
is the average number of links received by a unit; cluster elimination requires O(n X u X /)
time, where n is the number of training examples. Each of the other steps uses O(u X /) time.

15. SUBSET and MOFN: Summary

Both of these rule-extraction algorithms have strengths with respect to the other. For exam-
ple, the individual rules returned by SUBSET are often more easily understood than those
returned by MoFN. However, because SUBSET generates many more rules (which can be
repetitive) than MoFN, the rule sets returned by MoFN are usually easier to understand
than those of SUBSET. Moreover, measuring time with respect to the number of links to
each unit, SUBSET is an exponential algorithm, whereas MoFN is approximately cubic.
Finally, results presented later in this article indicate that the rule sets derived by MorN
are approximately equal to the accuracy of the networks from which they are extracted,
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while the rules extracted by SUBSET are significantly worse. The next sections contain a
series of empirical tests that demonstrate these and other differences between these two
algorithms.

4. Experiments with real-world datasets

4.1. Datasets

To test the efficacy of our rule-extraction procedure on real-world problems, we studied
two problems from the domain of molecular biology. We use these datasets because they
are members of a small collection of real-world problems for which there exist both an
approximately correct domain theory and a set of classified examples. Also, both datasets
have been previously studied in the theory-revision literature (e.g., Towell et al., 1990;
Ourston & Mooney, 1990; Thompson et al., 1991; Noordewier et al., 1991), making possi-
ble some of the comparisons we perform in this section.

4.1.1. Notation

In both of these datasets, a special notation is used to simplify specifying locations in a
DNA sequence. (DNA sequences are linear strings of nucleotides; each nucleotide is drawn
from {A, G, T, C}.) The idea is to number locations with respect to a fixed, biologically
meaningful reference point. Negative numbers indicate sites preceding (to the left of) the
reference point, while positive numbers indicate sites following the reference point. Hence,
when a rule's antecedents refer to input features, they first state a location relative to the
reference point in the sequence vector, and then a DNA nucleotide, or a sequence of nucle-
otides, that must occur (e.g., "@3 'A' "). By biological convention, position numbers of
zero are not used. In the rule specifications, '-' indicates that any nucleotide will suffice.
For example, the first rule for c o n f o r m a t i o n in table 4 says that there must be an 'A' 45

Table 4. Initial rules for promoter recognition.

promoter :- contact, conformation.

contact :- minus35, minuslO.

minus35 :- @- 37 'CTTGAC-' .

minus35 :- a-37 '-TTGACA'.

minus35 :- @-37 '-TTG-CA'.

minus35 :- @-37 '-TTGAC-'.

minuslO :- @-14 'TATAAT--'.

minuslO :- @- 14 ' -TA-A-T- + .

minuslO :- @-14 '-TATAAT-'.

minuslO :- @-14 '--TA-- T'.

conformation :- @-45 'AA--A'.

conformation :- @-45 'A---A', 8-28 'T-- --T-AA--T-', @-04 'T'.

conformation :- @-49 'A-- T' . @-27 'T -- A--T-TG', @-01 'A'.

conformation :- @-47 'CAA-TT-AC' , @-22 'G --- T-C' , @-08 'GCGCC-CC'.
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Table 5. Ambiguity codes for DNA nucleotides.

Code

M
S
V
B

Meaning

A o r C
C or G
A or C or G
C or G or T

Code

R
Y
H
X

Meaning

A or G
C or T
A or C or T
A or G or C or T

Code

W
K
D

Meaning

A or T
G o r T
A or G or T

nucleotides before the reference location. Another 'A' must be at -44, then any two nucle-
otides can appear, and finally there must be an 'A' at location -41. Finally, we use standard
ambiguity codes, given in table 5, to refer to acceptable alternatives at a particular location.

4.1.2. Problem 1: promoter recognition

The first problem we investigate, (prokaryotic) promoter recognition, was originally de-
scribed by Towell et al. (1990). Promoters are short DNA sequences that initiate the expres-
sion of a gene. Basically, a promoter is a site where the protein RNA polymerase binds
to DNA. According to the rules in table 4, there are two sites at which this binding must
occur—the minus 10 and minus 35 regions. In addition, the con f o r m a t i on rules attempt
to capture the "twist" of the DNA helix, thereby ensuring that the binding sites are spa-
tially aligned.

This set of rules was derived in a straightforward manner from the biological literature
(Harley & Reynolds, 1987; Hawley & McClure, 1983; Koudelka et al., 1987) on "consensus
sequences" for promoters. Consensus sequences describe the most probable nucleotides
at a given location. However, no nucleotide appears in every promoter. For instance, in
theminus-10 rules, the probability of each nucleotide in ' T A T' is about 0.85. Also,
these rules were derived from multiple sources. Because we did not prune subsumed rules
after extraction, some rules are strictly less general than others.

This rule set is translated by KBANN into a neural network with the topology shown in
figure 5. Recall that KBANN adds additional low-weighted links (not shown) so that if addi-
tional sequence information is relevant, the algorithm can capture that information during
training.

The input features for promoter recognition are 57 sequential DNA nucleotides. (Each
location in the DNA sequence is translated into 4 input units, one for each nucleotide.
Hence, the promoter network has 228 input units.) For this problem, the reference point
is the site at which gene transcription would begin if the example contained a promoter.
This point is located so that there are 50 nucleotides preceding, and seven following, the
reference point. (Thus, positive examples contain the first seven nucleotides of the tran-
scribed gene.)

The set of examples contains 53 sample promoters and 53 nonpromoter sequences. The
53 sample promoters were obtained from a compilation produced by Hawley and McClure
(1983). We derived negative training examples by randomly selecting contiguous substrings
from a 1.5-kilobase sequence provided by Prof. T. Record of the University of Wisconsin's
Chemistry Department. This sequence is a fragment from E. coli bacteriophage Tl isolated
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Figure 5. The initial KNN for promoter recognition (low-weighted links are not shown).

with the restriction enzyme HaeIII. By virtue of the fact that the fragment does not bind
RNA polymerase, it is believed to not contain any promoter sites (Record, personal
communication).

Prior to training, the rules in table 4 do not classify any of the 106 examples as promot-
ers. As a result, the rules by themselves are not very useful; they "just say no."

4.1.3. Problem 2: splice-junction determination

The second problem we examine is (primate) splice-junction determination. Originally de-
scribed as a learning problem by Noordewier et al. (1991), splice junctions are the points
on a DNA sequence at which 'superfluous' DNA is removed during the process of protein
creation in higher organisms. The problem posed by this dataset is to recognize in a given
sequence of DNA the boundaries between exons (i.e., the parts of the DNA sequence re-
tained after splicing) and introns (i.e., the parts of the DNA sequence that are spliced out).
This problem consists of two subtasks: recognizing exon/intron boundaries, and recognizing
intron/exon boundaries.

The dataset for this problem contains 3190 examples, of which approximately 25 % are
exon/intron boundaries, 25 % are intron/exon boundaries, and the remaining 50% are neither.
Each example consists of a 60-nucleotide-long DNA sequence categorized according to
the type of boundary at the center of the sequence. (The center of the sequence is the ref-
erence location used for numbering nucleotides.) For the experiments presented in this
article, we randomly selected 1000 examples from the 3190 examples available (due to proc-
essing constraints).

In addition to the examples, the information about splice-junctions includes a set of 21
rules derived from standard biological textbooks. (The rule set is not shown; it appears
in Noordewier et al. (1991) and Towell (1991).) As for promoter recognition, the success
rate of the splice junction rules is due largely to their tendency to "just say no"; the rules
correctly classify only 40% of the I/E and 3% of the E/I examples.
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4.2. Experiments

This section presents a set of experiments designed to determine the relative strengths and
weaknesses of the two rule-extraction methods described in section 3. We compare rule-
extraction techniques using two measures: quality, which is measured both by the accuracy
of the rules and their fidelity to the network from which they were extracted, and compre-
hensibility, which is measured both by characterizing whole sets of rules and by looking
at individual rules. The final part of this section, which examines the meanings of indi-
vidual rules, includes samples of the rules extracted from trained KNNs by both SUBSET
and MofN.

4.2.1. Systems and methodology

In addition to comparing our MoFN algorithm to SUBSET, we compare MofN to three "sym-
bolic" algorithms: EITHER (Ourston & Mooney, 1990), C4.5 (Quinlan, 1987), and LINUS
(Dzeroski & Lavrac, 1991). The first of these algorithms, EITHER (Ourston & Mooney,
1990), is a method for empirically adapting a set of propositional rules so that they are
correct on the training examples, C4.5 (Quinlan, 1987), is distinct from the other algorithms
we compare, in that it builds decision trees without using any background knowledge. How-
ever, it extracts rules from those trees, and therefore, like all other systems we consider,
the final result of C4.5 is a set of rules. The final algorithm, LINUS augments the set of
input features with Boolean features that represent the truth value of each consequent in
the rule set. Hence, in the promoter domain, LINUS has 244 features available (228 original
plus 16 rules). We use C4.5 as the inductive component of LINUS. The result of LINUS
is a set of rules that may include some of the consequents of the original rules.

Training and testing methodology for neural networks: We train networks until either
(a) all training examples are correct to within 0.20 of the desired output activation, (b) every
example has been presented 500 times, or (c) no improvement in classification occurs for
five presentations of every training example. (The last termination criterion is based upon
Fahlman and Lebiere's (1989) "patience" metric.) Following Hinton's (1989) suggestion
for improved network interpretability, all weights are subject to gentle "decay" during train-
ing.6 In addition, networks are trained using the crosss-entropy error function (Hinton, 1989),
since our experience indicates that it is better able to handle the type of errors that occur
in KNNs than the standard error function (Rumelhart et al., 1986). During testing, ex-
amples are considered correctly classified when all outputs are within 0.5 of correct.

Training and testing methodology for LINUS and C4.5: C4.5 is trained using the defaults
in the code provided by R. Quinlan. Specifically, we use ten trials of the windowing pro-
cedure on each training set to build ten decision trees. Those trees are transformed into
ten rule sets. Finally, an 'optimal' set of rules is derived from the ten rule sets. The optimal
rule set is used to assess generalization.
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Training and testing methodology for EITHER: We neither trained nor tested EITHER.
Rather, the numbers we report are derived from Ourston's thesis (1991). Because EITHER
is unable to work on domain theories that include negation, we cannot report results for
EITHER on the splice-junction domain.

42.2. Quality

The issue of overriding importance to this work is the quality of the extracted rules. As
a measure, quality is at least two-dimensional. First, the rules must accurately categorize
examples that were not seen during training. If the rules lose the advantage in accuracy
that KBANN provides over symbolic learning algorithms (Towell et al., 1990), then there
is little value in rule extraction. It would be simpler to use an "all symbolic" method to
develop rules, while using KBANN only to develop highly accurate, but not understandable,
classifiers. Second, the extracted rules must capture the information contained in the KNN.
This is necessary if the extracted rules are to be useful for gaining an understanding of
exactly what the KNN learned during training. On each of these measures, we show that
MOFN is superior to SUBSET. We also show that the accuracy of the rules extracted by MorN
is equal, or superior, to the symbolic algorithms. More importantly, we show that the MofN
method extracts rules that are equivalent to the networks at classifying testing examples.

Accuracy. To assess the accuracy of each system, we use ten repetitions of tenfold cross-
validation (Weiss & Kulikowski, 1990). Figure 6 plots the average of our tenfold cross-
validation runs. For comparison, figure 6 includes the accuracy of the trained KNNs prior
to rule extraction (the bars labeled "Network").

Recall that the initial rule sets for promoter recognition and splice-junction determination
correctly categorized 50% and 61%, respectively, of the examples. Hence, each of the sys-
tems plotted in figure 6 is superior to the initial rules. On the Promoter problem, C4.5,
LINUS, EITHER, and SUBSET are approximately equivalent in test-set accuracy. These methods
lag significantly behind our MOFN method. Somewhat surprisingly, C4.5 outperforms
LINUS, although the difference is not statistically significant. While the accuracy of the
rules extracted by EITHER and SUBSET are approximately equal, the method of achieving

Figure 6. Error rates of extracted rules.
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that accuracy is quite different. Whereas EITHER is perfect on the training set, SUBSET
is only marginally better on the training than on the testing set. Finally, the rules extracted
by MofN are significantly superior (with at least 99% confidence) to the rules extracted
by any of the other methods investigated. Moreover, the difference in accuracy between
the rules extracted by MofN and the networks from which they came is not statistically
significant.

The pattern of results is somewhat different on the splice junction problem, largely as
a result of the relative improvement of C4.5 and LINUS. In this domain, the results for
C4.5, LINUS, MofN, and the original networks are statistically indistinguishable. The rules
generated by the SUBSET method are much worse. Perhaps the most interesting result on
this dataset is that the MofN rules outperform the networks from which they came in terms
of testing set accuracy. Earlier tests (Towell & Shavlik, 1991) showed the error rate of the
extracted rules on the promoter problem was also below that of the networks from which
the rules were extracted. However, alterations to the training method (to reduce overfitting)
improved the accuracy of the networks without significantly affecting the accuracy of the
extracted rules. In section 4.4 we further analyze this result. The error rate of the SUBSET
rules on testing examples is statistically worse than the rules from all of the other learning
methods.

Fidelity. By fidelity, we mean the ability of the extracted rules to mimic the behavior of
the network from which they are extracted. Fidelity is important in two circumstances:
1) if the extracted rules are to be as a tool for understanding the behavior of the network,
and 2) if the extracted rules are to be used as a method of transferring the knowledge con-
tained in the network. Table 6 indicates that MoFN is superior to SUBSET at reproducing
the behavior of the network on the examples seen during training. (These results are ob-
tained from the trials used in the previous section.) For instance, on the splice-junction
data, rules extracted using MofN give the same answers as trained KNNs 93 % of the tune,
while rules extracted by SUBSET match only 87% of the time. In addition, table 6 shows
that both methods of rule extraction are much better at mimicking the behavior of the net-
work when the network is correct than when it is incorrect.

Table 6. Fidelity of extracted rules to trained KNNs on training examples.

Rule-Extraction
Method

Splice junction
SUBSET
MoFN

Promoter
SUBSET
MofN

Overall Percent
Agreement

86%
93%

87%
99%

Probability of agreement between
KNN and extracted rules given:

KNN Correct

0.87
0.95

0.90
0.98

KNN Incorrect

0.38
0.31

0.24
0.10
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4.2.2. Comprehensibility

To be useful, the extracted rules must not only be accurate, they also must be understand-
able. Although it is an ill-defined concept, there are several ways in which "understandabil-
ity" might be measured. One approach is to look at statistics describing whole sets of rules.
An alternative is to examine whether individual rules are meaningful. The following sec-
tions present results on both of these measures.

Global Comprehensibility. The first dimension along which we characterize the comprehen-
sibility of sets of rules is rule-set size. Size is a concern because sets with large number
of rules can be difficult, if not impossible, to understand. Figure 7 addresses the issue
of rule-set size by plotting each rule-extraction method in a space spanned by the number
of extracted rules and total number of antecedents in those rules. (The data in figure 7
represent an average over the cross-validation study reported in figure 6.) Unfortunately,
counting rules and antecedents for MOFN and for networks is not straightforward. For MoFN,
the simplification phase may increase the number of rules and require the reuse of some
antecedents. The data in both figures 7 and 8 blithely ignore these complications, reflecting

Figure 7. Comprehensibility of extracted rules. The rule sets extracted by SUBSET are too large to fit in the charted
space. For the promoter domain, SUBSET extracts 322 rules with 1582 antecedents, while in the splice-junction
domain it extracts 364 rules with 1072 antecedents.

Figure 8. Average number of antecedents per rule.
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only the rule and antecedent counts of unsimplified rule sets. For trained networks, the
count of antecedents includes each link whose weight is within two orders of magnitude
of the bias on the unit receiving the link. Weights of lesser size are not counted because
they have little effect. Finally, rule and antecedent counts for LINUS include the antecedents
of the derived features that LINUS used in its rules. Had the derived features been counted
as a single antecedent, the rule sets extracted by LINUS would be about the same size as
those extracted by C4.5.

Taking the initial rule sets in each domain as a standard for interpretability, the rules
refined by the 'symbolic' methods are likely to be easy to understand. (Recall, however,
that these rules are significantly less accurate on the promoter domain.) Rule sets extracted
by MOFN are also likely to be easily understood; they contain fewer rules and approxi-
mately the same number of antecedents as the initial rule sets. On the other hand, the rules
SUBSET extracts are much less likely to be comprehensible.

A second important global statistic is the number of antecedents per rule. If this value
is large, individual rules are unlikely to be understandable (Bruner et al. 1956). Further-
more, negated antecedents add to the difficulty of evaluating rules (Nessier & Weene, 1962).
However, the effects of negated antecedents are difficult to quantify. Weighted antecedents,
such as those appearing in MoFN rules and that implicitly appear in trained networks,
cloud the picture further. Rather than arbitrarily assigning a difficulty ranking to each type
of antecedent, in figure 8 we simply show the number of negative and positive antecedents
to an average rule.

On this measure, as with rule-set size, the symbolic methods are the clear winners. The
MoFN rules are slightly larger than SUBSET rules and contain more negative antecedents.
Still, both methods return rules that are well within the limits of human comprehensibility
(Miller, 1956), but recall that MoFN extracts many fewer rules.

Individual comprehensibility. Global statistics, such as those just discussed, are sufficient
to indicate whether or not a whole rule set is likely to be comprehensible. Once it has
been determined that a rule set is potentially comprehensible, it is necessary to look at
individual rules and assess their meaning.

To make this assessment, we examine rule sets extracted by the MoFN and SUBSET methods
after training a KNN on the entire set of examples from each problem domain. Tables 7
and 8 present the rules MoFN and SUBSET extract from the same network for promoter
recognition. (The rules extracted from the splice-junction domain are not in this article
because they have much the same character as those of the promoter domain. They appear
in Towell (1991).) Because rule sets extracted by SUBSET can be very large, we set @p and
3n to values too small to deliver reasonably accurate rule sets. As a result, the rules in
table 8 have about a 25% error rate on the training set.

While the rules extracted by MoFN in table 7 are somewhat murky, they are vastly more
comprehensible than the network of 3000 links from which they were induced. Moreover,
these rules can be rewritten in a form very similar to one used in the biological community,
namely, weight matrices (Stormo, 1990).

One major pattern is apparent in the rules extracted by both MoFN and SUBSET. Specif-
ically, the KNN learned to disregard conformat i on. The c o n f o r m a t i o n rules are also
dropped EITHER and are not often used by LINUS. This suggests that dropping these rules
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Table 7. Promoter rules extracted by MoFN.

Promoter :- Minus10, Minus35.

Minus10 :- 10 < 3.8 • nt(@-14 ' - T A - A - T - ' ) +

3.0 • nt(@-14 ' -G--C--- ' ) +

-3.0 « nt(@-14 ' - A - - T - - - ' ) .

Minus10 :- 2 of @-14 ' . -CA- - -T ' and

not 1 of ®-14 ' - -RB---S') .

Minus10 :- 10 < 3.0 • nt(@-14 ' -TAT- -T - ' ) +

1.8 • nt(@-14 ' G A - - ' ) .

Minus10 :- 1 < 3.5 • nt(@-14 'TAWAAY-- ' ) +

-1.7 * nt(@-14 ' -T - -TG- - ' ) +

-2.2 * nt(@-14 'CSSK-A- - ' ) .

Minus35 :- 10 < 4.0 • nt(@-37 ' -TTGAT- - ' ) +

1.5 • nt(@-37 ' - - - T C C - - ' ) +

-1.5 • nt(@-37 ' -RGAGG- - ' ) .

Minus35 :- 10 < 5.1 « nt(@-37 ' - T - G - - A - ' ) +

3.1 * nt<<8-37 '-GT ') +

-1.9 • nt(@-37 '-CGW ') +

-3.1 • nt(@»-37 '-A C - ' ) .

Minus35 :- 3 of 0-37 'C -TGAC- - ' .

Minus35 :-  @-37'-TTG-CA-' .

See table 5 for meanings of letters other than A, G, T, and C. " nt ( ) " returns the number of named antecedents
that match the given sequence. So, nt (@- 14 • - - -c- -G- - ' ) would return 1 when matched against the sequence
@-14 'AAACAAAAA'.

Table 8. Promoter rules extracted by SUBSET.

Promoter :- Minus35, Minus10.

Minus35 :- Minus35b, Minus35d.
Minus35 :- Minus35a, Minus35b.
Minus35 :- Minus35a, Minus35d.

Minus10 - @-14 '-ATA '.
Minus10 - @-14 ' - T - - A - A - ' .
Minus10 - @-14 ' - - A - T - T - ' .
Minus10 - @-14 ' -TA ' .
Minus10 - @-14 '-T ' .
Minus10 - @-14 ' - - - A - - - V .
Minus10 - @-14 ' - -T T' .
Minus10 - @-14 ' - -TA ' .
Minus10 - @-14 'T -T-A- - - ' .
Minus10 - @-14 ' - A T - - T - - ' .
Minus10 - @-14 ' - - T A A - - - ' .
Minus10 - @- 14 ' - -TA-T - - ' .

Minus35 :- @-37 ' - T - T - - A ' .
Minus35 :- @-37 - - T T - - - A ' .
Minus35 :- @-37 ' - - -G -CA ' .
Minus35 : - @ - 3 7 ' - - T - - C - ' .
Minus35 :- @-37 ' -T - - -CA ' .

Minus35a :- @-37 ' C T - - A - - ' .
Minus35a : - @-37 ' C - - G - C - ' .
Minus35a : - @-37 ' C - T - - C - ' .
Minus35a :- @-37 ' C T - - - C - ' .
Minus35a :- @-37 ' C - - - A C - ' .

Minus35b :- @-37 ' - - - G A - - ' .
Minus35b :- @-37 ' - - T - - C A ' .
Minus35b :- @-37 ' - T - - - C - ' .
Minus35b :- @-37 ' - - - G - C A ' .
Minus35b :- @-37 ' ACA' .

Minus35d :- @-37 ' -TT- -C- ' .
Minus35d :- @-37 ' -T-G-C- ' .
Minus35d :- @-37 ' - - T - A C - ' .
Minus35d :- @-37 ' - - - G A C - ' .
Minus35d :- @-37 ' -T - -AC- '

This abbreviated set of rules extracted by SUBSET has a test set accuracy of 75 % . Sets whose
statistics are reported previously in this section contain about 300 rules.
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is not an artifact of our method but rather that DNA nucleotides outside the minus35 and
minus10 regions are less important than the conformation hypothesis (Koudelka et al., 1987)
suggests. Hence, we demonstrate that machine learning methods can provide valuable evi-
dence confirming or refuting biological theories.

In general, the rules that MoFN extracts confirm the importance of the bases identified
in the initial rules. However, whereas the initial rules require matching every base, the
extracted rules allow a less than perfect match. In addition, the extracted rules point to
places in which changes to the sequence are important. For instance, in the second mi nus 10
rule, a 'T' in position 7 is a strong indicator that the rule is true. However, replacing the
T' with a 'C' or a 'G' prevents the rule from ever being satisfied.

It is more difficult to get a clear picture of a promoter from the SUBSET rules (table 8).
The three mi nus35 rules in the left column encode a simple 2-of-3 concept, while the
mi nus 10 rules approximate a 3-of-7 concept. Note that these patterns support the idea im-
plemented in the MoFN method that a bias toward M-of-N style concepts is useful.

4.3. Discussion

The results presented in this section indicate that the MOFN method is able to extract a
good set of rules from trained networks. In particular, the data support our contentions
that 1) the MoFN method is able to extract comprehensible rules from trained KNNs that
reproduce the behavior of the KNN from which they were extracted, and 2) the extracted
rules can be equivalent, or superior, to rules obtained through other neurally based or sym-
bolic rule-refinement methods. While rule sets produced by the MoFN algorithm are slightly
larger than those produced by the "all symbolic" approaches, MoFN's rule sets are small
enough to be comprehensible by domain experts and are much more accurate. Hence, al-
though weighing the tradeoff between accuracy and understandability is problem and user
specific, the MoFN algorithm for network-to-rules translation offers an appealing mixture.

Two of the results from this section deserve additional consideration: the superiority
of MoFN's rules to those obtained by symbolic rule-refinement techniques, and the occa-
sional superiority of MoFN's rules to the networks from which they were extracted. At
first glance, it might seem that some of the power of our MoFN algorithm derives from
its use of a more expressive language than other rule-refinement systems. This is not true,
because the antecedents and consequents in MoFN's rules are all Boolean. Hence, MoFN's
rules can be written as a disjunction of conjunctive rules, at a great increase in the number
of rules. So, this hypothesis must be rejected.

Still, two hypotheses explain the superiority of MoFN over rule-refinement methods that
directly modify rules. First, the re-representation of a rule set as a neural network allows
for more fine-grained refinement. When cast as a neural network, rules can be modified
in very small steps. This may make it possible to more closely fit a target concept than
when taking the large steps required by direct rule refinement.

A second hypothesis to explain the relative superiority of MoFN to symbolic methods
of rule refinement is that MoFN may better fit the nature of the problem at hand. For in-
stance, in the promoter problem, there are several potential sites at which hydrogen bonds
can form between DNA and a protein; if enough of these bonds form, promoter activity
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can occur. The symbolic methods we investigated cannot easily express M-of-N rules. Hence,
some of the advantage of the MoFN method may result from its output language better
fitting that of the "natural" language of DNA sequence-analysis problems. From a very
general veiwpoint, each problem may have some "natural" language in which it can be
most parsimoniously solved. If the language used by the learning system is similar to the
"natural" language, then the learning system should be able to effectively learn to solve
the problem. If this hypothesis is correct, then we expect that problems that closely fit
the inductive bias of symbolic rule-refinement systems will outperform our MOFN algorithm.

The observation that MoFN rules can be superior to the networks from which they are
extracted cannot be attributed to a language bias; M-of-N style rules are only a subset of
the languages expressible using neural networks. Instead, the advantage of the MoFN rules
most likely occurs because the rule-extraction process reduces overfitting of the training
examples. Several pieces of evidence support this hypothesis. First, we noted previously
that revising network training procedures to reduce overfitting in the promoter domain elim-
inated the advantage that MoFN rules had over the network from which they were extracted.
That is, by reducing the degree to which the network fit the training data, we eliminated
the advantage that MoFN rules had over the networks from which they were extracted.
Second, the difference in ability to correctly categorize testing and training examples is
smaller for MoFN rules than for trained KNNs. In other words, the rules that the MoFN
method extracts are only slightly better at classfying training examples than at classifying
testing examples. (While the differences between training and testing set performance are
smaller, they are statistically significant, with 99.5% confidence using a one-tailed, paired-
sample,t- test.) The rules SUBSET extracts also have this property, but they are much worse
on the training set than both MoFN rules and trained KNNs on the testing set. As an aside,
we do not expect that subset algorithms will be able to exceed the performance of MoFN
on the two problems we investigated. However, subset algorithms might be expected to
equal the accuracy of MoFN on problems whose solution matches their bias towards sets
of conjunctive rules.

A third piece of evidence in support of the overfitting hypothesis comes from the work
on pruning neural networks to eliminate superfluous parts (Mozer & Smolensky, 1988;
Le Cun et al., 1989)7 Rule extraction is an extreme form of pruning in which links and
units are pruned and actions are taken on the remaining network to transform the network
into a set of rules. Pruning efforts have also led to gains in test set performance. Generally
these researchers attribute these gains to reduced overfitting of the training examples.

5. Tests on artificial problems

In the previous section we explored the utility of our MoFN method in the context of two
real-world problems. While the advantages of real-world problems are self-evident, there
are disadvantages to real-world problems. In particular, it can be difficult to closely control
a study that investigates the abilities of an algorithm. For instance, the tests in the previous
section left unaddressed questions concerning the robustness of the MoFN method to flaws
in the initial domain theory because we do not know the ways in which the domain theories
are incorrect. Therefore, in this section we step away from the real world, and look at
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two very artificial problems, the "MONKS problems" (Thrun et al., 1991). In so doing, we
gain control over the distance between the correct theory and the theory provided to the
learning system. This control allows us to make additional predictions about the ability
of our rule-extraction algorithm.

5.1. The MONKS problems

We chose the MONKS problems as a testing domain because it is a widely tested, thoroughly
documented problem that affords easy replication. The MONKS problems were originally
described by Thrun et al. (1991). In their report, the authors describe tests of 25 machine
learning algorithms.

The MONKS problems consist of a population of 432 examples defined over the six features
appearing at the top of table 9. The first MONKS problem is to learn to classify the examples
according to the domain theory appearing in the middle of table 9. This domain theory

Table 9. The domain and correct theories for the MONKS problems.

Feature Name

head-shape €
body-shape €

smiling €
holding €

jacket-color €
has-tie €

Values

{round, square, octagon}
{round, square, octagon}
{yes, no}
{sword, balloon, flag}
{red, yellow, green, blue}
{yes, no}

The features and values for the MONKS problems.

if (head-shape round) and (body-shape round) then MONK.
if (head-shape square) and (body-shape square) then MONK.
if (head-shape octagon) and (body-shape octagon) then MONK.
if ( j acke t - co lo r red) then MONK.

The correct theory for the first MONKS problem.

if exac t l y two of {(head-shape round) (body-shape round)
(smil ing yes) (holding sword)
( j acke t - co lo r red) ( has - t i e yes)}

then MONK.

The correct theory for the second MONKS problem.

if two of {(head-shape round) (body-shape round)
(sm i l i ng yes) (holding sword)
( jacket -co lor red) (has- t ie yes)}

AND not three of {(head-shape round) (body-shape round)
(smi i lng yes) (holding sword)
( jacke t -co lo r red) (has- t ie yes)}

then MONK.

Reformulation of the second MONKS problem.
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is simply a disjunction of four conjunctions. This theory can be easily expressed by rules
extracted from a KNN using either SUBSET or MOFN. The second MONKS problem, given
by the rule near the bottom of table 9 is considerably more complex. To express this con-
cept as a disjunction of conjunctions requires 15 rules, each of which has six antecedents.
Alternately, this concept can be expressed by a single conjunctive rule with two clauses,
each of which expresses an M-of-N concept. This rule appears at the bottom of table 9.

The additional complexity of the second problem had a significant effect on the ability
of the 25 algorithms tested by Thrun et al. (1991) to learn the concept. On the first problem,
the tested algorithms were supplied with 124 training examples. Nine of the 23 systems
tested on this problem correctly classified the whole population. Overall, the systems aver-
aged 88.8% correct. Despite being supplied with more examples (169) for the second prob-
lem, only four of the 25 systems tested correctly classified the population. Overall, the sys-
tems averaged 76.3 % correct; no system did better on the second problem than on the first.

5.2. Experiments

The question addressed by the experiments in this section is, "How difficult is it to recover
the correct domain theory when provided with a theory that is not quite correct?" We define
difficulty as the average size of the training set needed to correctly identify the entire popula-
tion. (This definition of difficulty is similar to the teaching dimension (Goldman & Kearns,
1991) except that teaching dimension is not learning-system specific.) These experiments
compare only the ability of a KNN to learn a concept to the ability of MoFN and SUBSET
to extract rules that express the concept.

We modify the domain theories in three ways. First, we delete antecedents from rules.
This tests for robustness to missing antecedents. Second, we add both negated and unne-
gated antecedents to rules. This tests for robustness to rules containing unnecessary ante-
cedents. Third, we swap unnecessary antecedents for correct antecedents. This tests for
the ability to simultaneously add and delete antecedents. We modified every rule in the
theory. For instance, adding one antecedent to the rules for the first MONKS problem (see
table 9) creates a rule set with three rules that have three antecedents and one rule that
has two antecedents.

In addition to these three types of changes, we modified each domain theory in accor-
dance with its representation. To the first domain theory we negated antecedents. In this
case, the systems must learn that an antecedent has an effect that is exactly opposite to
effect indicated by the provided domain theory. To the second domain theory, we altered
the requirements on the number of present and absent antecedents. For instance, rather
than requiring exactly two antecedents, we provided a domain theory that required exactly
N antecedents (N € {1, 3, 4, 5}). We also provided a domain theory that required N or
more antecedents (N € {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}), i.e., if N = 3 then matching 3, 4, 5, or 6 of the
antecedents would satisfy the rule. In all, we examined five variants of the first MONKS
problem and 15 variants of the second MONKS problem.

Figures 9 and 10 summarize our results. These results are obtained by creating a KNN
based on a corrupted domain theory. A copy of the KNN is trained using a small percent-
age of the population. After learning to correctly classify the whole training set, rules are
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Figure 9. Percentage of the population required to learn the MONKS problems following corruption of the domain
theory in various ways.

Figure 10. Average size (in number of antecedents) of rule sets that perfectly classify the entire population. The
rule sets are extracted from trained KNNs initially derived from corrupted domain theories.

extracted from the KNN using both MoFN and SUBSET. Then the KNN and the two sets
of extracted rules are tested on the entire population. If all three correctly classify the popu-
lation, then the trial is finished. Otherwise, the procedure is repeated using a new copy
of the KNN and a slightly larger training set (which is chosen so that it includes all mem-
bers of the previous training set). The size of the training set is increased until all three
systems correctly identify the entire population or until the entire population is used for
training. The result of this procedure is the size of the smallest training set required by
the KNN and the two sets of extracted rules to correctly classify the entire population.
Figure 9 plots an average over 25 repetitions of this procedure for five corruptions of the
first MONK theory and eight corruptions of the second MONK theory. Figure 10, which uses
data from the same trials as figure 9, plots the average size, in terms of number of antece-
dents, of the rule sets extracted by SUBSET and MoFN. Note that in both of these figures,
short bars are preferred.

KNNs were unable to completely learn the training data for the second MONKS problem
under several of the noise conditions described above. In particular, KNNs failed when
even a single required antecedent was swapped with an unnecessary antecedent. KNNs
also failed to learn the second problem when told that the exact number of matched ante-
cedents was more than three or when told that N or more was sufficient. In total, seven
of our 15 corruptions of the second domain theory resulted in KNNs unable to learn the
training data. These seven cases are not plotted in figures 9 and 10.
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5.3. Discussion

The most significant trend in figure 9 is that, in all but one case, MOFN learns the concept
from fewer examples than the KNN requires. This result supports the suggestion made
in section 4 that some of the effectiveness of MoFN can be attributed to its action as a
post-pruning method for the network. We make this suggestion because, in all cases where
MoFN learned the concept while the KNN did not, the KNN was perfect on the training
examples. The KNN's problem in classifying the full population was that spurious correla-
tions among lowly weighted links impacted the categorization of examples not seen during
training. The rule-extraction process used by MoFN acts to eliminate the links that cause
the KNN problems.

On the other hand, SUBSET does not explicitly prune the network. It merely attempts
to reproduce the behavior of the network using Boolean logic. Hence, it is unsurprising
that, on most problems, SUBSET requires more of the population to correctly identify the
concept than either MOFN or the KNN. Yet, SUBSET occasionally does quite well; on several
problems it requires fewer training examples than KNNs, and on one problem fewer than
MoFN. Although subset is occasionally successful, it is often spectacularly bad; in one
case it was completely unable to learn the first problem despite the KNN reliably acquiring
the concept after seeing only 50% of the population.

Looking at the size of the concept identified (plotted in figure 10), it is clear that in most
cases MOFN exactly identifies the concept. For the first problem, MoFN extracts the original
rules in four of the five trials. In the fifth trial, MoFN includes several useless antecedents
in its extracted rules. Interestingly, this was one of the problems on which SUBSET failed.
In every case in which MoFN was able to learn the second problem, it extracted the cor-
rect rules.

Finally, it is moderately surprising that the KNN was unable to learn the second problem
after several corruptions of the rule set, because none of the corruptions were particularly
severe. We had hoped that the network would simply resort to a knowledge-free start, at
which point it would be expected to perform along the lines of a standard neural network.
(A fully connected, randomly-initialized neural network with a single layer of hidden units
trained using backpropagation requires 39% of the dataset to reliably learn the first prob-
lem and 47% percent of the data to reliably learn the second problem.) Instead, in each
of the problems that the KNN was unable to learn, it fell into a local minima from which
it was unable to escape. While the observation that prior knowledge can hinder learning
is significant, the observation has been previously made (Pazzani, 1992) and is not the
focus of this article. (Not surprisingly, when the KNN was unable to learn the concept,
MOFN and SUBSET rarely extracted rules that expressed the concept.) In conclusion, these
experiments show that when a KNN is capable of learning the rules that underlie a con-
cept, the MoFN method is able to extract that set of rules, or a close approximation thereof,
from the KNN.

6. Related work

There are two distinct sets of work that are closely related to the rule-extraction methods
we present in this article. The first set contains "all symbolic" methods of learning from
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rules and examples (e.g., Ourston & Mooney, 1990; Thompson et al. 1991; Dzeroski &
Lavrac, 1991). These methods avoid having to extract rules after learning by performing
symbolic manipulations directly on the rules. While these methods are appealing because
they do not require a shift between symbolic and neural representations, the results presented
in figure 6 indicate that they are not as accurate on the problems investigated as the MoFN
method presented here.

The second set of related research attempts to extract rules from randomly weighted ANNs
with a single layer of hidden units. Both Saito and Nakano (1988) and Fu (1991) report
a method similar to our SUBSET algorithm. Saito and Nakano looked at the input/output
behavior of trained networks to form rules that map directly from inputs to outputs because
they have no domain theory to provide names for hidden units. To control the combinatorics
inherent to algorithms like SUBSET, Saito and Nakano limited rules to four antecedents.
However, even with this limitation, they extracted more than 400 rules for just one output
unit in an ANN with 23 outputs. Thus, while their method is potentially useful for under-
standing networks, it may drown researchers in a sea of rules.

Several groups have reported attempts to extract rules from networks that, like KNNs,
have a well-defined architecture. Sestito and Dillon (1990) avoid combinatorial problems
in their approach to rule extraction by transforming a network with J inputs and K outputs
into a network with J + K inputs. After training, they look for links from the original
J inputs that have a similar weight pattern to one of the K additional inputs. While their
method can discover hierarchical rule sets, to discover the relationship (robin isa bird isa
animal) the network must have outputs for robin, bird, and animal. Another method for
extracting rules from specially configured networks is McMillan, Mozer, and Smolensky's
(1991) connectionist scientist game, which uses neural networks to iteratively learn sets
of prepositional rules. This method is similar to our MOFN algorithm except that it assumes
that there are only two groups, one with a large positive weight, and one with zero weight.
For many problems, including the MONKS problem studied in section 5, this assumption
is quite useful because it significantly constrains the search space. However, in real-world
problems this assumption may prove overly restrictive.

Finally, there have recently been attempts to extract fuzzy rules from neural networks.
For instance, Berenji (1991) describes a method much like KBANN except that it begins
and ends with fuzzy rules. Several other techniques for extracting fuzzy rules from neural
networks have also been reported (Hayashi, 1990; Masuoka et al., 1990; Bochereau &
Bourgine, 1990).

7. Limitations and future work

The results presented in section 4 indicate that the MoFN method is able to effectively
extract rules from trained KNNs, thereby making KBANN an excellent method for refining
existing rules. However, this method also has several limitations that have heretofore been
only briefly mentioned. Some of the more significant limitations, along with a brief discus-
sion of our plans for addressing these limitations, are as follows:
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• The MoFN method requires that the network be knowledge based. That is, networks must
be initially comprehensible. We are investigating different methods of training networks
that are not knowledge based so that they yield networks upon which the MoFN method
is effective. For instance, Nowlan and Hinton's (1991) training method, which groups
links into loose clusters, may result in networks amenable to MoFN.

• Large shifts in the meanings of units as a result of training can make extracted rules
difficult to comprehend. At a minimum, the system should flag such rules for review.
A better solution would be to give KBANN some way of analyzing the extracted rules.

• Domain theories may not provide a sufficiently rich vocabulary to allow a KNN to accu-
rately learn a concept. When a KNN is missing terms that are required to express a
concept, it will modify existing terms to cover the vocabulary shortfall. This often leads
to large shifts in the meaning of terms (discussed in the previous point). In such cases
it is necessary to augment the KNN with additional hidden units. However, adding hidden
units opens many of the issues raised in section 6 of extracting rules from networks that
are not initialized with a domain theory.

• The system is yet to be tested on a broad range of problems. As discussed above, sequence
analysis problems often contain aspects that are M-of-N-like. So, the MoFN method may
be ideally suited to sequence-analysis problems. The two DNA problems also share aspects
that are not related to sequence analysis. For example, the initial domain theory of both
real-world problems is overly specific. Empirical tests suggest that KBANN is slightly
more effective when the domain theory is overly specific (Towell, 1991). Hence, tests
on a broader range of datasets are needed to prove the generality of the method.

In addition to extending KBANN and the MoFN method to address these limitations, we
are currently working on a rule-extraction algorithm that operates during the training of
a KNN. Rather than allowing link weights to freely take on arbitrary values, this algorithm
periodically clusters links weights. Training thus consists of alternating cycles of 1) standard
weight adjustment and 2) rounding. (This is quite similar to the approach to rule extraction
taken by McMillan, Mozer, and Smolensky (1991).) The form of the rules produced by
this method will be similar to MoFN's rules. However, the search paths through weight
space taken by this algorithm will be quite different than the paths taken by the MoFN
algorithm. Instead of undergoing the transitions from an interpretable set of rules to a black-
boxish KNN and back to an interpretable set of rules, the on-line clustering algorithm should
preserve the comprehensibility of the knowledge base during training. We also expect that
insight into the training process can be gained by being able to inspect the KNN's knowledge
base at various points during training.

Lastly, we are investigating ways of enhancing the comprehensibility of the rules returned
by MoFN. While the rules extracted from networks by MoFN are much more comprehen-
sible than the networks from which they are extracted, we are not completely satisfied with
their comprehensibility. Our hope is that alternate forms of presentation, some enhance-
ments of the MoFN algorithm, or different network training methods will improve the com-
prehensibility of the resulting rules.
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8. Conclusions

This article presents and empirically validates the MoFN method for the extraction of rules
from knowledge-based neural networks. We have shown that the MoFN method, as a part
of the KBANN system, forms a rule-refinement algorithm that results in rules that generalize
better to examples not seen during training than rules produced by "all-symbolic" rule-
refinement algorithms. We attribute this generalization ability to the shift of representation
of the initial domain theory from symbolic to neurally based. This shift alters the bias of
the system in ways that enhance its ability of accurately refine the initial rules. In particular,
neural representations naturally admit M-of-N style concepts. In addition, neural represen-
tations allow gradations in the importance of antecedents that are difficult to achieve in
symbolic learning systems.

Representation shifts such as the one used by the KBANN system can be difficult to effect,
but can pay off handsomely in improved performance. The easiest representation shifts
involve only training examples. The relative ease of this shift has resulted in a plethora
of comparisons among empirical learning systems. Domain-specific knowledge is much
more difficult to shift between representations. Our initial work with KBANN provided a
method for shifting domain-specific knowledge in the form of propositional Horn clauses
into neural networks (Towell et al., 1990). This shift made the background knowledge
available to neural learning algorithms such as backpropagation. The result of our initial
efforts were classifiers more accurate than those obtained using only training examples
(Towell et al., 1990; Noordewier et al., 1991).

In one sense, those earlier results are a dead end, for the refined knowledge in the trained
networks is inaccessible; our previous papers provide a method for shifting knowledge from
symbolic to neural, but do not provide a method for shifting back to symbolic. Hence,
in this article we present methods for completing the symbolic => neural => symbolic circle.
By so doing, we open up the dead end, making our highly accurate neural classifiers acces-
sible to both human inspection and further learning by symbolical oriented systems.

Experimental results indicate that our MoFN method can extract concise, intelligible
rules from a trained KNN without a serious loss of accuracy. In fact, the extracted rules
can be as accurate at classifying testing examples as the networks from which they came.
Moreover, the extracted rules show the utility of machine learning techniques as a method
of validating and refining real-world (in this case, biological) theories. Finally, the extra
work required by our system, by comparison to "all symbolic" rule-refinement methods,
is shown to be worthwhile in that our method provides superior rules at a small cost in
comprehensibility. Hence, this work shows the value of shifting to a fine-grained represen-
tation for detailed corrections, and back out again for communication of those corrections.
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Notes

1. Units are the basic processing elements of neural networks. They receive real-numbered signals from other
units over weighted connections (referred to as "links") and mathematically transform these signals into a
real-numbered output that is sent on to other units (see table 1). Generally, units are divided into three categories:
input, which receive signals from the environment; output, which send signals to the environment; and hidden,
which have no connection to the environment.

2. Exceptions to this generalization include a method proposed by Bochereau and Bourgine (1990) and most methods
for extracting fuzzy rules (e.g., Berenji, 1991).

3. Nowlan and Hinton's (1991) neural-network training algorithm draws link weights into clusters. It reduces,
but does not eliminate, this problem. One of our future research plans is to combine their training algorithm
with our knowledge-insertion and rule-extraction methods.

4. The function number- t rue returns the number of antecedents in the following set that are true.
5. Training some simple classes of neural networks has been proven NP-complete (Judd, 1988). Hinton (1989)

suggests that, in practice, backpropagation usually runs in O((u x I)3) time.
6. That is, to the standard weight change function a term i is added (0 < <j> < 1). Thus, the weight change

formula becomes Wij(t) = t * wij,(t - 1) + Awij), where Awij is the standard weight adjustment (Rumelhart
et al., 1986). Weights change after each example presentation, so we use a very gentle > = 0.99999.

7. There is also a large body of literature in "symbolic" machine learning that suggests that methods to reduce
overfitting of the training set can improve generalization (e.g., Quinlan, 1987).
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